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Gill Sans  Univers  Georgia

You’ll see that a typeface can come in various 
types of digital font; such as OpenType, TrueType 
and Postscript fonts. Each have different reasons 
for being, but they are essentially just different 
ways of delivering the same typeface.

Times
Hoefler Text
Baskerville
Minion
Georgia

Akzidenz Grotesk
Helvetica
Univers
Gotham

Rockwell
Lubalin Graph

ABCDEFGH

abcdefgh

Great, it’ll be sunny on Saturday.

Improving your Typography: Easy with Practice

 

FUTURA STENCIL
ITC Grouch
Lorum ipsor dolor set... Times
Lorum ipsor dolor set... Univers
Lorum ipsor dolor set... Plantin

The difference is visible when we increase  

the leading to 14pt as shown here.

WARM   WARM

The overall design of a type family  
Gill Sans, Univers & Georgia are all typefaces. 

Referring back to when type was cast in molten 
metal using a mould, or font. A font is how a  
typeface is delivered. So you can have both a metal 
handmade font and a digital font file of the same 
typeface, e.g Times or Futura. 

Short strokes at the ends of horizontal and vertical 
strokes of characters. Generally considered to be 
easier to read for large quantities of text, and often, 
but not always, associated with more traditional 
and older themes.

Taken from the French word sans, meaning  
‘without’, sans serif simply means without serifs.  
Generally, but not always, considered to be  
associated with modern themes.

A typeface with weightier, ‘slab-like’ serifs.

CAPITAL LETTERS

non-capital letters

A mix of the two above, that conforms to 
the standard rules of a normal sentence.
Sometimes called sentence-case.

Capitalising all of the major words in a sentence. 
There are various schools of thought as to what 
defines a ‘major’ word, but it tends to looks neater 
when connecting words like and, the, to, but, is  
& my remain lowercase.

A typeface or font designed to be used at larger 
sizes, like headers or on title pages. Usually too 
intricate or too bold to be legible at small sizes.

A typeface or font designed to be used for greater 
amounts of text (often called ‘body copy’ or ‘body 
text’). Readable at smaller sizes.

The space set above and below lines of text. 
This text is 9pt in size, with 11pt leading.

The adjustment of the space between individual 
characters. Good typographers hand-adjust  
kerning by eye for perfectly balanced spacing.

The adjustment of the overall spacing between 
characters, usually for larger amounts of text.

Glossary of basic terms

Bad kerning Good kerning


